Almost global - but closer than ever before
At Expanite we have always described ourselves as being small but with big ambitions; we want to offer the
best in surface hardening of stainless steel to our customers, we want to offer the best service and we
want to do all this wherever our customers are located.
Since our foundation in 2010 we have had two pillars in our strategy: (1) we want to have a series of
treatment centers strategically located to service our customers in the regions where they need us to be,
and (2) for those customers who either has the volume or where hardening is strategically important, we
want to offer license agreements, which enables them to install equipment and thereby run an efficient
lean production.
As you can read below, Expanite will very soon be able to offer our technologies on three continents:
Europe, North America and Asia – either directly or via license agreements. We are quite excited about this
achievement and will do our best to convert it in to the benefit of our customers.
This fall is full of activities for Expanite, and more exciting news will follow in the coming months. We are
looking forward to servicing you.
Thomas Abel Sandholdt
Expanite A/S

Update about Expanite in Asia

As previously mentioned, Expanite will soon be available in Asia – more precisely in Taicang China. Based
on a license agreement, the global supplier of precision parts KERN-LIEBERS will install equipment capable
of executing Expanite processes at their Taicang facility.
By this move, Expanite will be the first supplier of stainless steel surface hardening who can offer the same
unique product in Asia, Europe and the US –all with focus on quality, lead-time and cost.
Expanite in Asia

New board member at Expanite

As a natural part of constantly wanting to strengthen the organisation on all levels, Expanite has recruited
Per Rud as new non-executive board member. Mr. Rud’s long and in-depth experience in global business
development, sales and marketing shall contribute to maintain high growth on the current path.
More about Per Rud

Technical insight - Expanite is hardening parts in Monel & Inconel

In connection with a global supplier to the pump and valve industries, Expanite has developed hardening
solutions for parts in austenitic nickel-chromium-based alloys such as Inconel 718 and nickel-based alloys as
Monel K500 – with the purpose of improving wear resistance and effectively preventing galling.
Read about Monel and Inconel results

Meet Benjamin - our new team member in Germany

Expanite is growing – due to increasing business from new and existing customers – and customers from
around the globe. To cope with this growth, we have added Benjamin Holler as production lead in our
Frickenhausen facility.

Furnace squeezed out

To balance our production capacity between our treatment centers in Europe, we recently moved one of
our smaller furnaces from our treatment center in Hillerød, Denmark to our treatment center in
Frickenhausen, Germany. And the furnace just barely made it through our doors…
More about the move

Expanite’s Dr. Holger Selg speaking at a VDMA seminar

Our German sales manager, Dr. Holger Selg has been invited to speak at the annual VDMA-Technology
seminar in Frankfurt on December 1 2017 under the title (in German): “Oberflächenhärten von Edelstählen
in einer neuen Dimension”.
Read about the seminar

Drinktec Messe 2017

Expanite was exhibiting at Drinktec 2017 in Munich – one of the world’s biggest trade fair for the beverage
and liquid food industry. We would like to take the opportunity to thank all those who took the time and
visited our booth at the Danish Pavilion.This includes new as well as existing contacts.
More about Drinktec

FAQ

At Expanite we collected a great deal of experience and knowledge within stainless steel surface hardening,
heat treatment, materials and applications. We crafted this FAQ to answer many of the frequently asked
questions that we have experienced over the last years. Feel free to let us know if you´re missing something
- we´re always active on info@expanite.com.
Download FAQ

Contact our sales team

Germany/south, Austria & Switzerland (industrial): Holger Selg
+49 (0) 176 23493574, hs@expanite.com
Denmark, Germany/north & France: Ole Cornow
+45 3055 0620, oc@expanite.com
North America: Christian Dalton
+1 330 201 5565, jcd@expanite.com
Sweden, Norway, The Netherlands, Belgium, Spain & Italy: Claus Løndal
+45 4014 0875, cl@expanite.com
Switzerland (watch) and rest-of-world: Thomas Abel Sandholdt
+45 2040 7207, tsa@expanite.com
Japan: AR Brown Co. Ltd
+81 3-3545-2881, mori@expanite.com
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